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Impact of the Epidemic on Smart Cities
o The impact of Coronavirus is the "contactless economy" model, which will
accelerate the digital transformation of enterprises, and will introduce
technologies such as remote operation, unmanned, virtual and real integration.
o Forbes Magazine analyzes that there will be a high degree of automated
production, reducing business travel, more smart government e-services, more
investment in medical services, increasing artificial intelligence, and integrating
smart data and cloud platforms.
o Make good use of digital tools and platforms to create new customer value,
open up new markets, strengthen supply chain resilience, develop local
solutions, and turn crises into opportunities.

Impact of the Epidemic on Smart Cities
o Cities have to identify their strengths and chances for positioning in this
competition and to ensure their comparative advantages in certain key
resources against other cities of the same level.
o Cities must become smarter to be able to be more competitive and compete
globally.
o Building smart cities with local characteristics is an important factor for cities to
secure a place in the competition of globalization.
o Technology alone will not make a city smart. Technology must be instrumented
and interconnected, to involve and inform stakeholders, to inspire innovations,
so to make people more intelligent in making decisions in a livable community.
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Impact of the Epidemic on Smart Cities
o Smart cities need to consider technology that uses exponential growth
potential (such as AI, IoT, 5G, blockchain, etc.) in the 5G era, using a
variety of data to support key workflows and platforms, adopts nextgeneration applications, and uses an open, hybrid, cloudy infrastructure.

o Taiwan ICT manufacturers can provide various key components and the
ability to innovate and develop various novel smart applications.
o In responding to the rapid growth of smart cities worldwide, Taiwan has
been moving toward system integration, demand analysis with smart
diagnosis to provide customized local smart solutions.
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• In response to the vigorous development of smart cities in the world, by exporting
Taiwan’s smart solutions© as a means to establish a brand powered by Taiwan’s smart
solutions (Powered by TSS©), as well as promoting substantial international cooperation.
The TSSA platform leads Taiwan’s smart industry to help our international partners with

Smart, Secure, Green, Resilient

local solutions.
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Healthcare Systems Consortium (HSC) promotes the
exchange and matching of medical-related matters between
industry, government, university, research, and medical
circles, and work hard for Taiwan's medical system.

Backed by Taiwan's profound and forward-looking advanced
information and communication technology, Taiwan Telematics
Industry Association provides a platform for industry exchanges,
cross-industry integration and cooperation.

Taiwan AI Association
台灣人工智能產業協會
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Taiwan AI Association provides a platform to promote the
integration of artificial intelligence modules and industries, and
increase opportunities for product, technology research and
development, and talent exchanges

HCM 泓辰材料

HCM: the only company in the world with equipment
development capabilities in the cathode materials (power
batteries for electric vehicles) factories. It is also the first
company in the world to put LMFP into mass production.

Silicon Touch Technology provides IC design & sales
for Motoring Driving, Power Supply, Image
Processing, Lighting, and Optoelectronic
Communication
USAI provides AI-enabled platform, for image
recognition and facility monitoring, financial product
and smart contract on blockchain. USAI introduces
AI to Industrial automation products.
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Smart-Link Technology provides a full range of
telecommunications services.

Provides a Dynamic Biometric e-Signature (DBS) system
based on video recording and facial recognition. Innovative,
secure, and paperless. SelfieSign is a solution for egovernment, finance, fintech, banking, healthcare, logistics,
e-commerce because they are dependent on electronic
documents.

Provides AD3 Digital twin system to serve as a
smart city supercomputing cloud with AI
computing center and 3D modeling to provide an
AI platform fully integrated with various smart
applications.
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Acer Communications provides solutions including
smart water quality monitoring stations, smart water
meter systems, smart agricultural monitoring stations,
and smart street light applications.
Acer Communications 宏碁通信

JS E&E provides environmental sensing, pollution
prevention and energy management, and energy-saving
technology for a comfortable environment and low energy
consumption needs.
JS E&E 捷思環能
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Thinktron provide innovative cross-domain industry
solutions in smart disaster prevention, smart
transportation, smart water management, smart
energy, and smart construction.

台灣整合防災工程技術顧問有限公司
Taiwan Integrated Disaster Prevention of Technology
Engineering Consulting Co., Ltd.
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Master Bus Company was the first qualified bus
factory in Taiwan to pass the government's DMIT
demonstration subsidy program, and was also
selected as a member of the Taiwan Electric Bus
National Team.
TMS Technologies provide various transportation
solutions including Cloud intelligent traffic control,
Autonomous Driving Simulation Laboratory, Smart
drone application, Time and space huge traffic data
market
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CTC provides transportation infrastructure design,
transportation planning, bridge structure design, and
aviation planning.

THI provides services for smart transportation systems,
operation management, land development and private
investment, sustainable transportation and
environmental protection, traffic engineering, and big
data applications.
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SCC Technology helps cities using strategies of AI, Blockchain,
Cloud, Digitalization, international Experience, and 5G, or ABCDEF
strategies, apply Smart Diagnostic, bridge smart cities with Smart
Services and Smart Solutions, working with cities to embrace
healthier life, to build livable communities, and to seek a better
future.
To help small and medium-sized enterprises to deploy digital
transformation of operating procedures of their companies
and factories.
博科昇資訊

With strong PLM service experience, providing professional
consulting and system implementation services. Covering all
major types of manufacturing industries, including food,
beverages, pharmaceuticals and other industries.
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台灣智慧解決方案協會
Using Smart Diagnostic, Bridge Smart Cities with IoE Solutions

+886 920-208-020
www.scc-smartcities.com
info@smartcitiesgroup.com

